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Two-component conductors – e.g., semi-metals and narrow band semiconductors – often exhibit
unusually strong magnetoresistance in a wide temperature range. Suppression of the Hall voltage
near charge neutrality in such systems gives rise to a strong quasiparticle drift in the direction per-
pendicular to the electric current and magnetic field. This drift is responsible for a strong geometrical
increase of resistance even in weak magnetic fields. Combining the Boltzmann kinetic equation with
sample electrostatics, we develop a microscopic theory of magnetotransport in two and three spatial
dimensions. The compensated Hall effect in confined geometry is always accompanied by electron-
hole recombination near the sample edges and at large-scale inhomogeneities. As the result, classical
edge currents may dominate the resistance in the vicinity of charge compensation. The effect leads
to linear magnetoresistance in two dimensions in a broad range of parameters. In three dimensions,
the magnetoresistance is normally quadratic in the field, with the linear regime restricted to rectan-
gular samples with magnetic field directed perpendicular to the sample surface. Finally, we discuss
the effects of heat flow and temperature inhomogeneities on the magnetoresistance.
The theory of magnetotransport in solids1,2 is a mature
branch of condensed matter physics. Measurements of
magnetoresistance and classical Hall effect are long recog-
nized as valuable experimental tools to characterize con-
ducting samples. Interpreting the experiments within the
standard Drude theory1,3,4, one may extract many useful
sample characteristics such as the electron mobility and
charge density at the Fermi level. However, in materials
with more than one type of charge carriers – e.g., semi-
metals and narrow band semiconductors – the situation
is more complex. Indeed, already in 1928 Kapitsa ob-
served unconventional magnetoresistance in semi-metal
bismuth films5. More recently, interest in magnetotrans-
port has been revived with the discovery of novel two-
component systems including graphene6–11, topological
insulators12–16, and Weyl semimetals17–27. A common
feature of all such systems is the existence of the charge
neutrality (or, charge compensation) point, where the
concentrations of the positively and negatively charged
quasiparticles (electron-like and hole-like, respectively)
are equal and the system is electrically neutral.
A fast growing number of experiments on novel two-
component materials exhibit unconventional transport
properties in magnetic field: (i) linear magnetoresistance
(LMR) was reported in graphene and topological insula-
tors close to charge neutrality28–36 as well as in narrow-
gap semiconductors37, bismuth films38,39, and three-
dimensional (3D) silver chalcogenides40–42 (ii) giant (and
sometimes also linear) magnetoresistance was identified
in semimetals WTe43–45, NbP46, LaBi47,48, ZrSiS49,50,
multilayer graphene51 and many others52–57; (iii) fi-
nally, the widely discussed negative magnetoresistance
was found in Weyl semimetals and related materials58–68.
Moreover, negative magnetoresistance may by regarded
as a “smoking gun” for detecting a Weyl semimetal69,70,
although experiment71,72 shows the existence of the effect
in “non-Dirac” materials as well.
Conventional Drude-like theories of transport in two-
component systems predict parabolic magnetoresistance
that saturates in classically strong fields1,3,73,74. Tak-
ing into account additional relaxation processes may
lead to semiclassical mechanisms of LMR in diverse
physical systems including 3D metallic slabs with
complex Fermi surfaces and smooth boundaries75,76;
strongly inhomogeneous or granular materials77–80; short
samples80,81; disordered 3D metals82,83; and compen-
sated two-component systems84. Quantum effects result
in LMR in strong fields in 3D zero-gap band systems
with linear dispersion85–87. In weak fields, resistivity of
two-dimensional (2D) electron systems acquires an inter-
action correction88 that is linear in the field.
The extreme quantum limit of Refs. 85–87 has been re-
alized in graphene28, Bi2Te3 nanosheets
56, and possibly
in the novel topological material LuPdBi57. However,
this mechanism is applicable to the specific case of 3D
systems with linear dispersion subjected to a strong mag-
netic field ~ωc  T (as usual, T is the temperature, ~ is
the Planck constant, and ωc is the electron cyclotron fre-
quency), where all electrons are confined to the first Lan-
dau level. Recently, this approach has been extended to
Weyl semimetals at finite temperatures and with short-
range disorder89. However, the above conditions are typ-
ically not satisfied by the majority of systems exhibiting
unsaturated LMR at high temperatures.
Experiments on strongly inhomogeneous (or strongly
disordered) systems are often interpreted using the clas-
sical approach of Refs. 77,78. In particular, the random-
resistor model of Ref. 78 was introduced to explain
the non-saturating LMR in granular materials such as
AgSe40,41. More recently, this mechanism was used to
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2interpret the behavior of the hydrogen-intercalated epi-
taxial bilayer graphene33. However, this model (as well
as the quantum theory of Refs. 85–87) does not distin-
guish between single- and multi-component systems, con-
tradicting the crucial role of the charge neutrality point
in many aforementioned experiments. Moreover, both
theoretical approaches rely on the presence of disorder
and thus cannot be used to interpret the data obtained
in ultra-clean, homogeneous samples.
A phenomenological theory of magnetotransport in 2D
clean, two-component systems close to charge neutrality
was proposed by the present authors in Ref. 84. Sub-
jected to a perpendicular magnetic field, such systems
exhibit the compensated Hall effect, where the Hall volt-
ages due to positively and negatively charged carriers
partially (precisely at charge neutrality – completely)
cancel each other. Such compensation of the Hall volt-
age is accompanied by a neutral quasiparticle flow in the
lateral direction relative to the electric current90. In con-
strained geometries this leads to a nonuniform distribu-
tion of charge carriers over the sample area, effectively
splitting the sample into the bulk and edge regions. The
resistance of the edge region is dominated by the electron-
hole recombination, while the bulk of the sample exhibits
the usual, essentially Drude resistance. The total resis-
tance of the sample is then obtained by treating the edge
and bulk regions as independent, parallel resistors. The
linear dependence of the sample resistance on the mag-
netic field arises due to qualitatively different behavior
of the edge region. At charge neutrality, the resulting
LMR persists into the range of classically strong fields.
Away from the neutrality point, the nonzero Hall volt-
age leads to the observed saturation of the magnetoresis-
tance. Similar ideas were recently exploited by some of
us to explain the phenomenon of the giant magnetodrag
in graphene90,91. The importance of the electron-hole re-
combination processes for magnetotransport in narrow-
band semiconductors and semimetals has been pointed
out earlier by Rashba et. al. in Ref. 92.
In this paper we present a microscopic theory of mag-
netotransport in two-component systems. Combining the
kinetic equation with the sample electrostatics, we pro-
vide a rigorous justification for the phenomenological ap-
proach of Ref. 84. Furthermore, we extend our theory to
3D systems. We find that although in 3D the magnetore-
sistance is typically quadratic in the field, there exists a
linear regime in rectangular samples with magnetic field
directed perpendicular to the sample surface.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
First, we discuss the qualitative physics of magnetotrans-
port in two-component systems. In the technical part of
the paper we present a Boltzmann equation approach to
magnetotransport in finite-size 2D and 3D systems. In
the latter case, we focus on the rectangular sample geom-
etry to simplify the analysis of the sample electrostatics.
We conclude the paper by discussing the experimental
relevance of our results.
I. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION
Let us first recall the results of the classical linear
response theory1,3,4,73,74 applied to two-component sys-
tems. A system of charge carriers subjected to a homo-
geneous external electric field, E exhibits an electrical
current. The current density, J = ej, is proportional to
the applied field, Jα = σ
αβEβ , where σˆ is the conduc-
tivity tensor. In two-component systems, one can define
currents for each individual carrier subsystems, which we
will refer to as electron and hole quasiparticle flows, je
and jh, respectively. The electric current is then given
by their difference, j = jh − je.
In external magnetic field, the system exhibits the clas-
sical Hall effect: a voltage is generated across the system
in the transverse direction to the electric current. In
a typical transport measurement, external leads are at-
tached to the sample in such a way, that no current is
allowed to flow in the direction of the Hall voltage. The-
oretical description of the effect is most transparent in
isotropic systems, where σαβ = σ0δ
αβ . If we associate
the x-axis with the electric current and the z-axis with
the magnetic field, then the Hall voltage is generated in
the y direction, while Jy = 0. In two-component systems,
the latter condition leads to a field-dependent longitudi-
nal resistivity73,74
ρxx =
1
σ0
σ20 + σ˜
2
0µeµhB
2
σ20 + e
2(n0,e − n0,h)2µ2eµ2hB2
, (1)
where B is the magnetic field, n0,e and n0,h stand for the
equilibrium electron and hole densities, and µe and µh
are the electron and hole mobilities. Within the standard
Drude theory1,3,4, the conductivity σ0 can be expressed
in terms of the quasiparticle densities and mobilities as
σ0 = en0,eµe + en0,hµh,
whereas the additional parameter σ˜0 is
σ˜0 = e
√
µeµh(n20,e + n
2
0,h) + n0,en0,h(µ
2
e + µ
2
h).
In the presence of the electron-hole symmetry, the mobil-
ities of the two types of carriers coincide, µe = µh = µ,
and the resistivity (1) simplifies to
ρxx =
ρ0
eµ
1 + (µB)2
ρ20 + n
2
0(µB)
2
, (2)
where we have introduced quasiparticle and charge densi-
ties, ρ0 = n0,e + n0,h and n0 = ne,0 − nh,0, respectively.
The results (1) and (2) yield a positive magnetoresis-
tance that is quadratic in weak magnetic fields and sat-
urates in classically strong fields. The two exceptions
are provided by neutral systems (n0 = 0, n0,e = n0,h),
where the quadratic magnetoresistance is non-saturating,
and single-component systems (e.g. for purely electronic
transport n0 = ρ0 = n0,e, n0,h = 0), where the longitudi-
nal resistivity is independent of the magnetic field1,3,4.
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FIG. 1: Typical semiclassical trajectories for oppositely
charged quasiparticles in two-component systems at charge
neutrality. The two panels illustrate electron-hole asymmet-
ric (a) and symmetric (b) systems. As a manifestation of the
compensated Hall effect, both quasiparticle currents are flow-
ing in the same direction in the bulk of the sample. In the
symmetric sample (b), the quasiparticle flow, P = je + jh,
is orthogonal to the electric current. In the asymmetric case
(a), the longitudinal component of P is also finite. Such a
flow leads to quasiparticle accumulation at the boundaries of
the otherwise homogeneous sample. The excess quasiparticle
density appears in a boundary region of the width of the or-
der of the electron-hole recombination length. Contributions
of the bulk and boundary regions to the sheet resistance ex-
hibit different dependence on the magnetic field. In classically
strong fields, the boundary region may dominate leading to
linear magnetoresistance.
Previously84,90, we have pointed out an inconsistency
that appears when the above classical theory is applied to
finite-sized samples. Indeed, even partially compensated
Hall effect is accompanied by a neutral quasiparticle flow
in the direction transversal to that of the electrical cur-
rent, see Figs. 1 and 2. As the quasiparticles cannot leave
the sample, this flow leads to quasiparticle accumulation
near the sample boundaries. The excess quasiparticle
density is controlled by inelastic recombination processes
that are excluded from the classical theory. The typical
length scale characterizing such processes, `R, hereafter
referred to as the recombination length, determines the
size of the boundary region with excess density of quasi-
particles. Here we consider rectangular samples with the
length L being the longest length scale in the system93,
`R, `RµB,W  L. (3)
The classical results are applicable if the boundary
regions are small as compared to the sample width,
`R W . If, on the other hand, `R is comparable with
W , then the behavior of the system may strongly deviate
from the predictions of the classical theory.
Treating the bulk and boundary regions as parallel con-
ductors, we estimate the sheet resistance of the sample84
R =
W
L
1
R−1bulk +R
−1
edge
. (4)
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FIG. 2: Lateral profiles of the quasiparticle density δρ(y),
charge density δn(y), quasiparticle flow Px,y(y) and electric
current density Jx(y) in a 2D two-component system away
from charge neutrality, see Fig. 1, panel (a), calculated within
the theory presented in Sec. II. For concreteness, we chose
the carrier parameters of a typical topological-insulator film:
electron and hole mobilities µe = 20µh, µh = 1 m
2/(V·s) and
velocities ve = 10
6 m/s, vh = 0.5ve. The sample is assumed
have the width W = 10µm, with the distance to the gate
d = 0.5µm and the dielectric constant of the surrounding in-
sulator  = 5. The carrier densities were calculated using a
generic two-band model with the energy gap ∆ = 4 meV at
room temperature T = 300 K. The recombination length is as-
sumed to take the value `R = 0.46µm at B = 2 T. All curves
are normalized to the maxima of their absolute values.
In the bulk, the lateral quasiparticle flow leads to the
so-called “geometric” magnetoresistance94,95
Rbulk ≈ L
W
ρxx ⇒ R−1bulk ≈
W
L
eµρ0
[
n20
ρ20
+
1
µ2B2
]
,
where we have used Eq. (2) in the limit of classically
strong magnetic fields, µB  1.
In the boundary regions, the quasiparticle flows are
mostly directed along the external electric field, see
Figs. 1 and 2, and the geometric enhancement does not
take place. Instead, the field dependence of the edge con-
tribution to the sample resistance,
Redge ≈ L
`R
ρxx(B = 0),
is due to the recombination length, `R. In homogeneous
samples, the simplest estimate84,90 yields `R that is in-
verse proportional to B in classically strong fields
`R =
`0√
1 + µ2B2
→ `0
µB
, (5)
where `0 = 2
√
DτR is the zero-field recombination length
determined by the diffusion coefficient D and the char-
acteristic recombination time τR.
4The asymptotic behavior (5) of the recombination
length may be qualitatively understood as follows. In
classically strong magnetic fields, µB  1, the charge
carriers move over a typical distance Rc (the cyclotron
radius) during a typical diffusion time τ . Since the quasi-
particle life-time is determined by the recombination pro-
cesses, the overall distance covered by the electron dur-
ing the time τR may not exceed Rc
√
τR/τ ∼ 1/B, which
yields the estimate for the size of the boundary regions.
Combining the above arguments, we arrive at the fol-
lowing expression for the sheet resistance (4) in classically
strong magnetic fields, µB  1,
R =
1
eρ0µ
[
n20
ρ20
+
1
µ2B2
+
`0
µBW
]−1
. (6)
The sheet resistance (6) exhibits all qualitative features
of the magnetoresistance in nearly compensated two-
component systems.
In wide samples, W  `0µB, magnetotransport is
dominated by the bulk and can be described by the clas-
sical theory, see Eqs. (1) and (2) and the subsequent dis-
cussion. We consider such samples as essentially infinite.
Deviations from the classical behavior (1) and (2) oc-
curs in finite-size samples of the width belonging to the
intermediate interval determined by the magnetic field,
`0
µB
W  µB`0.
In this case, the sheet resistance of compensated (neutral,
n0 = 0) systems is linear in the magnetic field
R =
1
eρ0
W
`0
B. (7)
Away from charge neutrality, LMR appears only in an
intermediate range of magnetic fields. In strong fields,
B & `0ρ20/(µWn20), magnetoresistance saturates.
In narrow samples, W  `R ∼ `0/µB, recombination
is ineffective and the above physical picture breaks down.
In this case, the two carrier subsystems behave as two in-
dependent single-component systems. As a consequence,
classical magnetoresistance is absent1,3,4.
The sheet resistance (6) is illustrated in Fig. 3 where it
is plotted in a wide range of classically strong magnetic
fields in the above three regimes. Panel (a) shows R
for a symmetric system at charge neutrality, while pan-
els (b), (c), and (d) illustrate our results for asymmetric
systems at (solid curves) and away from (dashed curves)
the compensation point.
The above semiclassical mechanism of LMR in finite-
size, nearly compensated two-component system was
first suggested in Ref. 90 in the context of Coulomb
drag91. The results (4)-(7) were derived rigorously in
graphene98 on the basis of a microscopic transport the-
ory. Subsequently, the macroscopic equations derived in
graphene were generalized to a generic compensated two-
component system using a phenomenological approach84.
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FIG. 3: (a) Sheet resistance R(B) of a 2D symmetric, two-
component system at charge neutrality for three different
values of the ratio of the sample width to the zero-field re-
combination length, W/`0 = 0.01, 2, 1000, represented by the
solid red, dotted blue, and dashed green lines, respectively
(the curves are rescaled for clarity). (b), (c), (d) R(B) of
a 2D asymmetric two-component system for three different
values W/`0 = 0.008 [panel (b)], W/`0 = 2.1 [panel (b)], and
W/`0 = 1000 [panel (c)]. In all three plots, solid lines corre-
spond to the charge neutrality point, while dashed lines show
results away from neutrality. The curves were calculated us-
ing the theory presented in Sec. II, with the parameter values
correspond to typical topological-insulator films (see the cap-
tion to Fig. 2), with the recombination length `0 = 4.8µm.
In this paper, we justify the phenomenological ap-
proach of Ref. 84 and derive the LMR for a wide range of
systems using the Boltzmann kinetic equation. The key
point that makes our theory so general, is the simple fact
that in an magnetic field charge carriers driven through
the system by the external electric field experience a lat-
eral drift in the direction (E ×B) defined by the electric
and magnetic fields. The ultimate cause of this drift is
the Lorenz force that acts on all charge carriers indepen-
dently of their density, mobility, details of the spectrum,
and additional quantum numbers. The second essential
feature of our theory is the presence of the boundary
leading to accumulation of the excess quasiparticle den-
sity in the narrow regions near the sample edges. Again,
this is a completely general feature since all samples used
in laboratory (as well as all industrial electronic devices)
have a finite size. The width of the boundary regions
(and hence, the degree of macroscopic inhomogeneity in
the system, see Fig. 2) is controlled by the quasiparti-
cle recombination length. The particular dependence (5)
of `R on the magnetic field is crucial for the resulting
LMR, given by Eq. (7). The original estimate84 (5) is
not universal36 insofar that the coefficient of the inverse
proportionality `R ∝ 1/B (in classically strong fields) is
system (or model) dependent. In a sense, the technical
goal of the microscopic theory presented in this paper is
to calculate the field dependence of the effective recom-
bination length.
5In our qualitative arguments, we have tacitly assumed
that the energy transfer plays no role in formation of
the macroscopic inhomogeneities of the quasiparticle cur-
rents and densities. At the microscopic level, this means
energy relaxation (and hence, thermalization) in the sys-
tem is much faster than quasiparticle recombination. As
a result, the temperatures of both carrier subsystems are
uniform within the sample (and are, in fact, identical).
The theory of Refs. 84,90,98, as well as the present
qualitative discussion and the microscopic theory of
Sec. II, is focused on 2D systems. Similar behavior can
be found also in 3D samples. In particular, if cyclotron
orbits do not remove the carriers from a plane paral-
lel to one of the sample faces, a linear regime similar to
Eq. (7) may be observed. In this paper, we make the first
steps towards a full microscopic understanding of magne-
totransport in 3D two-component systems, see Sec. III.
II. TRANSPORT THEORY OF 2D
TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEMS
In this Section we show that the linear dependence of
resistivity on the sufficiently strong magnetic field is a
generic effect for two-component systems at charge neu-
trality. For brevity, we employ the natural system of
units where ~ = c = kB = 1.
The usual starting point for developing a microscopic
transport theory is the kinetic equation3. For a generic
two-component electronic system, the kinetic equation
has the standard form
vα
∂fα
∂r
+ eα (E + vα ×B) ∂fα
∂p
= St[fα]. (8)
The semiclassical distribution functions fα = fα(ε,p, r)
describe the positively and negatively charged quasiparti-
cles (“holes” and “electrons”, respectively, distinguished
by the index α = e, h) with the energies εα(p) and ve-
locities vα = ∂εα(p)/∂p. The system is subjected to the
external electric and magnetic fields E and B.
The collision integral in the right hand side of Eq. (8)
comprises contributions from impurity, electron-phonon,
and electron-electron scattering. We will describe these
scattering processes by the typical time scales τimp,
τee, and τph. The impurity and electron-phonon scat-
tering contribute to momentum relaxation, while the
electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions deter-
mine the thermalization properties of the system, as well
as quasiparticle recombination. The traditional trans-
port theory1,3,4 assumes that in the absence of external
fields the system is in equilibrium. The electric current
(or more generally, the quasiparticle flows) appears as a
response to the applied fields. Within linear response,
the system experiences no heating and remains thermal-
ized. In this (and the following) Section we work under
the same assumptions.
Finding a general solution to the kinetic equation (8)
is a complicated task that is best accomplished numeri-
cally. In the special case of Dirac fermions in graphene,
the solution is facilitated by the so-called collinear scat-
tering singularity98. Otherwise, an analytical solution
can be found in the two paradigmatic limiting cases,
known as the “disorder-dominated” and “hydrodynamic”
regimes3,91, which can be distinguished by comparing the
scattering rates for elastic and inelastic processes:
(i) in the disorder-dominated regime, the fastest scat-
tering process in the system is due to potential disorder,
τimp  τee, τph. (9)
Since the electron-electron scattering time is typically in-
verse proportional to temperature,
τ−1ee ∝ T,
the relation (9) implies
Tτimp  1,
which means that the motion of the charge carriers is
diffusive. In this case, most of the transport coefficients
can be expressed in terms of the diffusive constant. As
a result, qualitative features of the physical observables
are independent of the microscopic details, such as the
precise form of the single-particle spectrum.
(ii) in the hydrodynamic regime, the fastest process is
due to electron-electron interaction
τee  τimp, τph. (10)
Now, the relation between the temperature and the im-
purity scattering time is reversed,
Tτimp  1,
so that the motion of charge carriers is ballistic. In this
limit, the system of charged quasiparticles behaves sim-
ilarly to a fluid and is described by the hydrodynamic
equations.
Remarkably, in both regimes the resistance of 2D two-
component systems close to charge neutrality exhibits
linear dependence on the orthogonal magnetic field (in
sufficiently strong fields).
A. Disorder-dominated regime
1. Symmetric, parabolic bands at charge neutrality
We begin with the simplest case of the symmetric
parabolic spectrum with the band gap ∆,
εe(p) = εh(p) = εp = ∆/2 + p
2/2m, (11)
where the quasiparticle velocity is proportional to the
momentum
vα = pα/m.
6Furthermore, we will assume the energy-independent mo-
mentum relaxation time
τh(ε) = τe(ε) = τ = const.
At charge neutrality, the equilibrium state of the system
is described by the Fermi distribution function with the
zero chemical potential
f (0)p =
1
1 + eεp/T
.
Since the single-particle spectrum (11) depends only on
the momentum, the equilibrium quasiparticle density is
given by
ρ0 = 2g
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
f (0)p , (12)
where g is the degeneracy factor reflecting other possible
quantum numbers, such as spin, valley, etc.
External fields drive the system out of equilibrium, giv-
ing rise to deviations of the quasiparticle densities from
the equilibrium value (12)
δnα = g
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
fα − ρ0
2
, (13)
and the corresponding flow densities jα:
jα = g
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
vfα. (14)
The nonequilibrium densities δnα and currents jα are
related by the continuity equations that can be derived
by integrating the kinetic equation (8)
div je(h) = −
δnh + δne
2τR
. (15)
Here τR denotes the quasiparticle recombination time.
The recombination processes typically involve electron-
phonon scattering, although in certain circumstances
electron-electron91 and three-particle97 collisions may
also contribute. A calculation of the recombination time
τR using a particular microscopic model is beyond the
scope of the present paper.
Macroscopic equations98 for the flow densities (14) can
be obtained by multiplying the kinetic equation (8) by
the quasiparticle velocity and summing over all single-
particle states. As a result, we find97,98
∇
[
g
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
v2
2
fα
]
− eαEρ0
2m
− jα×ωα = −
jα
τ
, (16)
where ωh=−ωe=ωc are the carrier cyclotron frequencies
ωc=eB/m.
Comparing the integral in Eq. (16) with the flow den-
sity (14), we find it natural to split the distribution func-
tions fα into the “isotropic” and “anisotropic” parts,
fα = f
(i)
α (ε) + f
(a)
α (ε, ep). (17)
The isotropic term depends only on the quasiparticle en-
ergy and hence does not contribute to the currents (14).
On the contrary, the anisotropic term is an odd function
of the momentum. It is this part of the distribution func-
tion that determines the currents (14), but at the same
time, it does not contribute to the integral in Eq. (16).
Within linear response, deviations of the isotropic
function f
(i)
α (ε) from the equilibrium distribution f
(0)
p
can either reflect deviations of the local electronic tem-
perature from the equilibrium value determined by the
lattice, or the local fluctuations of the chemical potential
δµα(r).
Thermalization between the electronic system and the
lattice is achieved by means of electron-phonon coupling.
While the same coupling is also responsible for quasipar-
ticle recombination, the latter is a much slower process
and does not affect the local temperature. Relegating a
more detailed discussion of this issue to a future publi-
cation, hereafter we assume that the relation
τph  τR
allows us to neglect local temperature fluctuations
δT (r) = 0.
As a result, the isotropic part of the distribution function
may only depend on the local fluctuations of the chemical
potential
f iα = f
(0)
p +
∂f
(0)
p
∂ε
δµα(r). (18)
This implies the proportionality between the local den-
sity fluctuations (13) and δµα(r):
δnα = ν0δµα, (19)
where (cf. Ref. 98)
ν0 = 〈1〉, 〈· · ·〉 = −g
∞∫
∆/2
dεν(ε)
∂f (0)
∂ε
(· · · ), (20)
with ν(ε) being the density of states [ν0 has dimensions
of ν(ε)].
Since the equilibrium distribution f
(0)
p is independent
of r, we can express the integral in Eq. (16) as
g
∫
d2p
(2pi)2
v2
2
fα =
〈
v2
〉
2
δµα =
〈
v2
〉
2ν0
δnα,
and introduce the diffusion coefficient in Eq. (16)
D∇δnα − eαEρ0τ/(2m)− jα×ωατ = −jα. (21)
The diffusion coefficient is the same for the electrons and
holes:
D = 〈v2〉τ/(2ν0). (22)
7At charge neutrality the averages in the expression for
the diffusion coefficient can be evaluated analytically:
D(µ=0) =
Tτ
m
(
1 + e∆/2T
)
ln
(
1 + e−∆/2T
)
. (23)
The macroscopic equations (15) and (21) allow us to
find transport coefficients of the system, as well as the
carrier density and current profiles. These equations
are semiclassical in the sense that the effects of quan-
tum interference88 and Landau quantization3,85–87 are
neglected.
In this paper we are interested in solving the macro-
scopic transport equations (15) and (21) in confined ge-
ometries (in fact, that is why we have considered the
nonuniform distributions). For simplicity, we consider a
rectangular sample with the length that is much larger
than the width LW , as well as any correlation length
in the system. In this case, all physical quantities depend
only on the transversal coordinate y (−W/2 < y < W/2).
If no contacts are attached to the side edges of the sam-
ple, the quasiparticle flows have to vanish at the edges
jyα(y = ±W/2) = 0. (24)
Combining the carrier densities (13) into the charge
density, δn=δne−δnh, and total quasiparticle density
δρ=δne+δnh, and introducing the corresponding cur-
rents, j=jh−je and P =je+jh, we may represent the
macroscopic equations (15) and (21) in the form84
D∇δρ+ P − j×ωcτ = 0, (25a)
D∇δn+ j − eEρ0τ/m− P×ωcτ = 0, (25b)
divP = −δρ/τR, div j = 0. (25c)
Looking for solutions independent of the x coordinate
and keeping in mind the hard-wall boundary conditions
(24), we find
P = P (y)ey, j = j(y)ex, δn = 0.
Moreover, we note that the equations (25) preserve the
direction of the applied electric field if choose it to be
E = E0ex.
Then we can use Eq. (25c) to exclude the quasiparticle
density and simplify Eqs. (25a) and (25b) as
−DτR ∂2P/∂y2 + P (y) + ωcτj(y) = 0, (26a)
j(y) = j0 + ωcτP (y), (26b)
where j0 = eτρ0E0/m is the electric current in the ab-
sence of magnetic field.
The second-order differential equation (26a) with the
hard-wall boundary conditions (24) admits the solution84
P (y) = j0
ωcτ
1 + ω2cτ
2
(
cosh(2y/`R)
cosh(W/`R)
− 1
)
, (27)
where the quasiparticle recombination length in magnetic
field is
`R = `0/
√
1 + ω2cτ
2, `0 = 2
√
DτR.
The quasiparticle current (27) and the corresponding
electric current j(y) are illustrated in Fig. 1. The nonuni-
form nature of the currents does not allow for establishing
a meaningful resistivity in our system. Instead, we may
define the sheet resistance84
R = E0/J, J =
e
W
W/2∫
−W/2
j(y)dy. (28)
The resulting value of R is given by
R=
m
e2τρ0
1+ω2cτ
2
1+ω2cτ
2F (W/`R)
, F (x)=
tanh(x)
x
. (29)
The sheet resistance (29) was previously obtained in
Ref. 84 using a phenomenological approach. Depending
on the sample width W , recombination length `0, and
magnetic field, one may identify three types of asymp-
totic behavior84:
(i) in wide samples, W(ωcτ)2`R, the resistance (29)
is a non-saturating, quadratic function of the B field73
R =
m
e2τρ0
(
1 + ω2cτ
2
)
. (30a)
The resistance (30a) exhibits geometric enhancement
that is a consequence of the compensated hall effect,
where the Hall voltage is absent despite the tilt of the
carrier trajectories.
(ii) in narrow samples, W`R, quasiparticle recom-
bination is ineffective, all currents flow along the x-axis,
and hence the geometric enhancement factor is absent
R =
m
e2τρ0
. (30b)
(iii) samples of intermediate width, `RWω2cτ2`R,
in classically strong magnetic fields, ωcτ1, exhibit a
linear behavior84,98
R =
m
e2τρ0
W
`R
, (30c)
shown in Eq. (7) above (note that ωcτ=µB).
The results of this section provide the microscopic jus-
tification to the phenomenological approach of Ref. 84.
Similar results were previously obtained for monolayer
graphene98. In the following sections we generalize our
theory to the case of arbitrary quasiparticle spectrum and
prove that LMR in classically strong fields is a generic
feature of compensated, two-component systems.
82. Symmetric bands with arbitrary spectrum
In this section, we generalize our kinetic theory to the
case of the arbitrary quasiparticle spectrum, ε(p), and
energy-dependent momentum relaxation time, τ(ε). For
simplicity, we only consider rotationally invariant spec-
tra, ε(p)=εp, p= |p|. The cyclotron frequency is now
also energy-dependent
ωh = −ωe = ωc, ωc(ε) = eB v/p, (31)
while the velocity and momentum are given by the usual
relations
v(ε) =
∣∣∣∣∂εp∂p
∣∣∣∣ , p = p(ε), εp(ε) = ε. (32)
The energy dependence of the velocity and momentum
relaxation time makes the derivation of the macroscopic
transport equations rather tedious. Instead, we use the
kinetic equation (8) to relate the two parts of the distri-
bution function (17). The anisotropic part of the kinetic
equation reads
v∇f (i)α + eαEv
∂f
(i)
α
∂ε
+ ωα(ε)
∂f
(a)
α
∂ϕ
= − f
(a)
α
τ(ε)
, (33)
where the angle ϕ describes direction of the velocity.
Solving Eq. (33) for f
(a)
α , we find
f (a)α =
∑
k,l
vkτklα
(
− ∂
∂xl
+ eαE
l ∂
∂ε
)
f (i)α , (34)
where the indices k, l=x, y indicate the 2D vector com-
ponents. The tensor τklα is given by
τˆα =
τ()
1 + ω2c (ε)τ
2(ε)
(
1 ωα(ε)τ(ε)
−ωα(ε)τ(ε) 1
)
. (35)
Now we can use Eq. (33) to express the carrier flow
densities (14) in terms of the isotropic part of the distri-
bution function. Instead of the direct momentum inte-
gration, we now evaluate the currents (14) in two steps.
Firstly, we average over the direction of the velocity. This
yields the energy-dependent currents
jkα(ε) = D
kl
α (ε,B)
(
−∇l + eαEl ∂
∂ε
)
f (i)α , (36)
where Dˆα(ε,B) = v
2τˆα/2. Secondly, we integrate over
the energy using the explicit form (18) of the distribution
function. The expression (18) is still valid, since none of
the assumptions of the previous section relied on the par-
ticular shape of the quasiparticle spectrum. Substituting
Eq. (18) into Eq. (36) we find
jkα(ε) = D
kl
α (ε,B)
[∇lδµα(r) + eαEl] ∂f (0)
∂ε
. (37)
Integrating Eq. (37) over the energy, we obtain
jkα = D
kl
α (B)
(−∇lδnα + eαν0El) , (38)
with the averaged “diffusion tensor” is
Dˆe(h)(B) =
1
ν0
〈Dˆα(ε,B)〉 =
(
Dxx ±Dxy
∓Dxy Dxx
)
. (39a)
The individual matrix elements of Dˆe(h)(B) are given by
Dxx =
1
ν0
〈
v2
2
τ(ε)
1 + ω2c (ε)τ
2(ε)
〉
, (39b)
Dxy =
1
ν0
〈
v2
2
ωc(ε)τ
2(ε)
1 + ω2c (ε)τ
2(ε)
〉
. (39c)
For the energy-independent τ and ωc the matrix Dˆe(h)(B)
simplifies to
Dˆα(B) =
D
1 + ω2cτ
2
(
1 ωατ
−ωατ 1
)
, (40)
where D is given by Eq. (23).
The expression (38) generalizes the above macroscopic
equation (21) for the case of an arbitrary quasiparticle
spectrum and energy-dependent momentum relaxation
rate [for the parabolic spectrum, we recover Eq. (21) with
the help of the identity 〈v2/2〉 = n0/m]. The correspond-
ing continuity equations are still given by Eq. (15), where
τR now stands for the mean value of the recombination
time. Again, in this paper we do not study microscopic
details of the recombination processes and, in particular,
the energy dependence of the recombination rate.
At charge neutrality, the densities of electrons and
holes coincide, δnh = δne = δρ/2. Similarly to the case
of the parabolic spectrum, the hard-wall boundary con-
ditions (24) ensure that the electric field does not deviate
from its direction along the the x-axis, E = E0ex. This
allows us to re-write Eq. (38) in the form
jxh = −jxe = eν0DxxE0 +
1
2
Dxy
∂δρ
∂y
, (41a)
jyh = j
y
e = eν0DxyE0 −
1
2
Dxx
∂δρ
∂y
. (41b)
Combining the currents (41) with the continuity equation
(15), we find a second-order differential equation for δρ
∂2δρ
∂y2
=
4δρ
`2R
, `R = 2
√
DxxτR. (42)
The equations (41) and (42) are completely equivalent
to Eqs. (26). The only difference is the precise definition
of the diffusion coefficients. Hence, it is not surprising
that the solution to Eq. (42) with the hard-wall boundary
conditions (24) is similar to Eq. (27)
δρ = −eν0E0`RDxy
Dxx
sinh(2y/`R)
cosh(W/`R)
. (43)
9Finally, we use the solution (43) and Eqs. (41) to find the
averaged electric current and sheet resistance (28)
R =
1
2e2
(
Dxx +
D2xy
Dxx
F (W/`R)
)−1
. (44)
Qualitatively, the result (44) is similar to Eq. (29), see
also Fig. 4. Most importantly, the dependence of R on
the magnetic field and sample geometry is given by the
same function F (W/`R). Therefore, we can identify the
same three types of behavior as in Eqs. (30).
(i) in the limit of a wide sample the contribution
of the function F (W/`R) may be neglected. The re-
sulting magnetoresistance is quadratic and unsaturating,
R ∼ 1/Dxx.
(ii) the limit of a narrow sample corresponds to the
approximation F (W/`R) ≈ 1. In this case, the sheet re-
sistance (44) is not strictly speaking a constant, but ex-
hibits weak, quickly saturating dependence on the mag-
netic field, R ∼ Dxx/(D2xx +D2xy).
(iii) the limit of an intermediate sample size exists
in classically strong magnetic fields, where we may ap-
proximate F (x) ≈ 1/x and neglect the field-independent
term in Eq. (44). This leads to the linear magnetore-
sistance similar to Eq. (30c). The parameter range for
this regime is similar to that of the previous section:
`RW`RD2xy/D2xx. The resulting resistance is
R =
1
2e2
Dxx
D2xy
W
`R
. (45)
The result (45) may be simplified if we formally assume
the limit B →∞. Then the elements of the diffusion
matrix are
Dxx =
〈p2/τ〉
2ν0e2B2
, Dxy =
〈vp〉
2ν0eB
.
The recombination length is inverse proportional to the
magnetic field
`R =
1
eB
√
2τR
ν0
〈
p2
τ
〉
,
and hence the resistance is linear in the B-field
R(B →∞) = B
e
√
ν0〈p2/τ〉
2τR
ν0W
〈vp〉2 . (46)
3. Asymmetric bands
Now we discuss a generic two-component system with-
out electron-hole symmetry. For simplicity, we will con-
sider the parabolic spectra (as we have seen above, chang-
ing the shape of the quasiparticle spectrum does not lead
to qualitatively new physics)
εα(p) = ∆/2 + p
2/2mα. (47)
In addition, the system may be doped away from charge
neutrality, i.e. the equilibrium chemical potential may be
shifted from the middle of the band gap. Nevertheless,
we may repeat the derivation of the continuity equations
(15) and macroscopic equations (21) and arrive at the
following description of the system
Dα∇δnα − eαEn0,ατα/mα − jα×ωατα = −jα,
div jα = −(Γeδne + Γhδnh)/2. (48)
The electrons and holes are described by their respec-
tive densities δnα(r) = nα(r)− n0,α, masses mα, mo-
mentum relaxation times τα, cyclotron frequencies ωα =
eαB/mαc, and diffusion coefficients
Dα = 〈v2〉ατα/(2ν0,α). (49)
Here the averaging over energies is similar to Eq. (20),
but with the different equilibrium distribution functions
for electrons and holes, f
(0)
α :
〈· · · 〉α = −
∞∫
∆/2
dενα(ε)
∂f
(0)
α
∂ε
(· · · ), (50)
where να(ε) is the corresponding density of states.
The recombination rates Γα are generally different for
electrons and holes and may be approximated as
Γe = 2γn0,h, Γh = 2γn0,e, (51)
where the coefficient γ is the function of T and depends
on a particular model of electron-hole recombination.
In the absence of the electron-hole symmetry, the clas-
sical Hall effect is no longer completely compensated and
the Hall voltage is formed. The corresponding lateral
component of the electric field can be related to the
nonuniform charge density across the sample. In prin-
ciple this can be done by solving the Poisson equation
with the sample-specific boundary conditions. This elec-
trostatic problem can be rather complicated and may
admit only numerical solutions. While one may have to
solve the electrostatic problem to describe the behavior of
any particular sample quantitatively, qualitative physics
is independent of such complications. Here, we will con-
sider the simplest case of a gated sample. If the distance
between the 2D electron system and the gate electrode
is much smaller than any typical length scale describing
inhomogeneity of the charge density and carrier flows,
then the system is in the strong screening limit, where
the electric field is related to the charge density as84
E = E0ex − e
C
∂δn
∂y
ey, (52)
where E0 is the external field, C = /4pid is the gate-to-
channel capacitance per unit area, d is the the distance
to the gate,  is dielectric constant, and δn = δnh − δne
is the charge density.
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The macroscopic equations (48) are linear differential
equations that can be solved similarly to the above case
of the symmetric bands. Before presenting the general
solution, we discuss two particular limiting cases, (i) the
Boltzmann limit away from charge neutrality, and (ii) the
fast Maxwell relaxation.
4. Boltzmann limit
First, we consider the low-temperature (Boltzmann)
limit, T  ∆, where the effective number of charge car-
riers in both bands is small. In the simplest case, the
carriers have the same mass, mα = m, and momentum
relaxation time, τα = τ = const. Consequently, the two
cyclotron frequencies also coincide, ωh = −ωe = ωc. The
electron-hole symmetry is broken by the non-zero chem-
ical potential, µ0,e = −µ0,h = µ. The above parameters
can be combined into the “Drude conductivities” of the
electrons and holes
σe(h) = e
2n0,e(h)τ/m. (53)
In this limit, the equilibrium distribution functions
have the simple form
f
(0)
e(h) = exp
(
−ε+ ∆/2∓ µ
T
)
, (54)
allowing for the explicit expressions for the equilibrium
carrier concentrations (with ν = gm/2pi being the density
of states for the 2D parabolic spectrum)
n0,e(h) = νT exp
(
−∆/2∓ µ
T
)
. (55)
Furthermore, with exponential accuracy the diffusion co-
efficients (49) can be approximated by
Dα = D = Tτ/m. (56)
The above simplifications allow for a straightforward
solution of the macroscopic equations (48). The averaged
sheet resistance (28) is given by
R =
1
σe + σh
1 + ω2cτ
2
1 + ω2cτ
2 [ξ + (1− ξ)F (W/`R)] , (57)
where ξ = n20/ρ
2
0 and the magnetic-field dependent re-
combination length `R is
`R = 2
√
2eD
(Γe + Γh)(1 + ω2cτ
2)
. (58)
At charge neutrality, ξ = 0, we recover the previous result
(29). The magnetoresistance R(B) is shown in Fig. 3
for several values of ξ.
Since the system is doped away from charge neutrality,
the classical Hall effect is no longer fully compensated.
This can be seen in the solution to the equations (48),
where the electric field acquires a constant component in
the lateral direction
Ey = −ωcτE0(σe − σh)
σh + σe +DC
, (59)
leading to the nonzero Hall voltage, VH = EyW . The
corresponding Hall sheet resistance
RH = Ey/J = REy/E0,
is given by
RH = −
ωcτ
σe + σh +DC
σe − σh
σe + σh
(60)
× 1 + ω
2
cτ
2
1 + ω2cτ
2 [ξ + (1− ξ)F (W/`R)] .
5. Fast Maxwell relaxation
A more general situation with unequal carrier masses
and momentum relaxation times also allows for a simple
solution under the assumption of fast Maxwell relaxation,
C  mαe2.
In this limit, charge fluctuations in the two-component
system relax much faster than the usual diffusion.
Formally taking the limit C → 0 in Eqs. (48) and (52),
we recover the balance between the nonequilibrium den-
sity fluctuations of the electrons and holes
δne = δnh = δρ/2. (61)
Note, that this does not imply charge neutrality, since
these fluctuations occur on the background of nonzero
equilibrium charge density n0.
Now, we can express the quasiparticle flows (14) in
terms of the density perturbation (61) and electric field
jkα =
(
eαE
ln0,ατα
mα
− Dα∇
lδρ
2
)
τ lk, (62)
where
τˆ =
1
1 + ω2cτ
2
α
(
1 ωατα
−ωατα 1
)
. (63)
Here the cyclotron frequency, ωα = eαB/mα, has the op-
posite sign for electrons and holes.
The hard-wall boundary conditions (24) imply the
equality jye = j
y
h. Excluding the y-component of the elec-
tric field from Eqs. (62), we can express the currents jyα in
terms of the quasiparticle density δρ. This allows us to re-
write the continuity equations in the form of the second-
order differential equation on δρ(y), same as Eq. (42),
which we reproduce here for convenience,
d2δρ
dy2
=
4δρ
`2R
. (64)
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In contrast to Eq. (42), the effective recombination length
is now given by
`R = 2
√
σxxe D
xx
h + σ
xx
h D
xx
e
(Γe + Γh)(σxxe + σ
xx
h )
, (65)
where the two-component quasiparticle system is charac-
terized by the field-dependent conductivity matrix
σˆα =
(
σxxα σ
xy
α
σyxα σ
xx
α
)
=
e2n0ατα
mα
τˆ , (66a)
and the field-dependent diffusion matrix
Dˆα(B) =
(
Dxxα D
xy
α
Dyxα D
xx
α
)
= Dατˆ . (66b)
The solution to Eq. (64), which satisfies the bound-
ary conditions, differs from the previous result (43) by
the normalization factor that is dictated by the relation
(62) between the density and quasiparticle flows. In the
present case we find
δρ = −E0`R σ
xx
e |σxyh |+ |σxye |σxxh
σxxe D
xx
h + σ
xx
h D
xx
e
sinh(2y/`R)
cosh(W/`R)
. (67)
Substituting Eq. (67) into Eq. (62), we express the inverse
sheet resistance in the form
R−1 = (ρ
xx
∞ )
−1
+AF (W/`R), (68)
where ρxx∞ is the resistivity of an infinitely large system
ρˆ∞ = (σˆe + σˆh)
−1
. (69)
and
A =
(σxxe |σxyh |+ |σxye |σxxh )2
(σxxe + σ
xx
h )σ
xx
e σ
xx
h
. (70)
The result (68), as well as the result of the previous sec-
tion, Eq. (57), has the same functional dependence on the
magnetic field as our previous result, Eq. (44). Therefore,
also in the present case we can identify the three limiting
cases of the wide, narrow, and intermediate-sized sam-
ples. In the latter case, we recover the linear dependence
on the magnetic field. However, in contrast to the case
of the neutral system, described by Eq. (44), the system
away from charge neutrality exhibits saturation of the
linear behavior. For illustration, we consider the formal
limit B →∞, where the resistance (68) simplifies to
R =
m
e2ρ0τ
1
`R/W + n20/ρ
2
0
. (71)
The linear behavior follows from the inverse propor-
tionality of the recombination length to the magnetic
field, `R ∝ 1/B. The saturation occurs when the field
becomes so strong, that the ratio W/`R becomes com-
parable with ρ20/n
2
0. Clearly, at charge neutrality n0 = 0
and we recover the unsaturating behavior of Eq. (46).
6. General solution
Having discussed the limiting cases that allow for
relatively simple and physically transparent solutions,
we now turn to the most general case where the two
quasiparticle subsystems are characterized by unrelated
masses, momentum relaxation times, equilibrium densi-
ties, and recombination rates. We restrict ourselves to
samples with rectangular geometry and again consider
parabolic quasiparticle spectra (47), arguing that further
generalization to arbitrary spectra will yield no addi-
tional physical insight. The main qualitative conclusion
of this section is the same as before: in classically strong
magnetic fields, there exists an intermediate parameter
range, `0/µB W  `0µB (here µ the some averaged
mobility of electrons and holes), where the system ex-
hibits linear magnetoresistance that is non-saturating at
charge neutrality and saturates if the system is doped
away from the neutrality point.
The general solution is most easily obtained upon
re-writing the macroscopic equations (48) in the form
similar to Eqs. (25), i.e. in terms of the total quasi-
particle density δρ = δne + δnh, charge density fluctu-
ations δn = δne − δnh, quasiparticle flow P = je + jh,
and electric current j = jh − je. Imposing the hard-wall
boundary conditions (24) on the continuity equation for
the electric current (25c), we find that the lateral com-
ponent of j is equal to zero. All other quantities are
functions of the lateral coordinate y. In particular, the
macroscopic currents can be written as
j = (j(y), 0), P = (Px(y), Py(y)). (72)
The first of the equations (48) represents two vector
equations. Re-writing them in terms of the currents j
and P and writing the resulting equations in components,
we obtain the following four equations
j = σ+E0 + ω+Py, (73a)
Px = σ−E0 + ω−Py, (73b)
(D++κσ+)
∂δn
∂y
+D−
∂δρ
∂y
+ω+Px+ω−j=0, (73c)
(D−+κσ−)
∂δn
∂y
+D+
∂δρ
∂y
+ω−Px+ω+j=0. (73d)
Here we have used the short-hand notations
σ±=en0,eτe/me±en0,hτh/mh, ω±=(ωeτe±ωhτh)/2,
D±=(De±Dh)/2, κ = e/C,
and took advantage of the gated electrostatics (52) in
order to exclude the lateral component Ey.
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The second of the equations (48) can be used to obtain
the continuity equation relating the total quasiparticle
density δρ and flow P , generalizing Eq. (25c). The result
can be represented in the form
δρ = − 1
γ+
∂Py
∂y
− γ−
γ+
δn, (74)
where
γ± = (Γe ± Γh)/4.
Solution of the resulting system of equations (73), and
(74) is straightforward, although tedious. Similarly to
the above solutions of the particular limiting cases, we
reduce the equations (73), and (74) to a single second-
order differential equation, cf. Eqs. (26) and (42). Here
it is convenient to reduce the problem to a second-order
differential equation for Py,
∂2Py
∂2y
=
4
`2R
Py +
s0γ− + s1γ+
D20
E0, (75)
where the effective recombination length is given by
`R =
2D0√
b0γ− + b1γ+
, (76)
and the following notations are introduced
s0 = (σ+ω−+σ−ω+)D+−(σ+ω++σ−ω−)D−,
s1 =(σ+ω++σ−ω−)(D++κσ+)−(σ+ω−+σ−ω+)(D−+κσ−),
D0 =
√
D+(D++κσ+)−D−(D−+κσ−),
b0 = 2ω+ω−D+−(1+ω2++ω2−)D−,
b1 = (1+ω
2
++ω
2
−)(D++κσ+)−2ω+ω−(D−+κσ−).
Solving the differential equation (75) with the hard-wall
boundary conditions Py(±W/2) = 0 [cf. Eq. (24)], we
average the result over the y coordinate [cf. Eq. (28)],
Py ≡ 1
W
W/2∫
−W/2
dy Py(y), (77)
and obtain the solution
Py = E0
s0γ− + s1γ+
b0γ− + b1γ+
[
F (W/`R)− 1
]
. (78)
Again, we have used the notation F (x) = tanh(x)/x.
Finally, we average the relation (73a) in order to find
the average electric current, J = −ej, and use the defi-
nition (28) in order to find the inverse sheet resistance
R−1 =e
[
σ++ω+
[
F (W/`R)−1
]s0γ−+s1γ+
b0γ−+b1γ+
]
. (79)
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FIG. 4: The magnetic field dependence of the sheet longitu-
dinal (left) and Hall resistance (right) given by Eqs. (79) and
(80). The numerical values were obtained using the typical ex-
perimental parameters of topological-insulator films: electron
and hole mobilities µe = 20µh, µh = 1 m
2/(V·s) and veloci-
ties ve = 10
6 m/s, vh = 0.5ve, and the sample parameters are
W = 10µm, d = 0.5µm, and  = 5. The carrier densities were
calculated using a generic two-band model with the energy
gap ∆ = 4 meV at room temperature T = 300 K. The recom-
bination length in the absence of magnetic field at charge neu-
trality is `0 = 0.37µm. The solid line corresponds to charge
neutrality, δn = 0, while the other lines correspond to nega-
tive densities δn = 0.3, 0.5, 0.9, 1.3, 2.1 × 1011 cm−2. The in-
set in the left panel shows the magnetoresistance R for a
symmetric model with µα = 20 m
2/(V·s).
Averaging the y-component of the electric field [cf.
Eq. (52)], we find
Ey = −κ∂δn
∂y
= κ
s0E0 + b0Py
D20
= η E0,
with
η =
κ
D20
[
s0 + b0
[
F (W/`R)− 1
]s0γ− + s1γ+
b0γ− + b1γ+
]
.
As a result, the Hall resistance of the sheet is given by
RH = Ey/J = η R. (80)
The results of Eqs. (79) and (80) are shown in Fig. 4,
where we plot our results using realistic parameters for
topological-insulator films.
The field dependence of the resistance (79) comes from
the recombination length (76) as well as from the explicit
dependence on the parameters si and bi . However, for
classically strong fields, ω±  1, the latter dependence
cancels out since in this limit the quantities si are pro-
portional to the magnitude of the field, si = SiB, while
bi are proportional to the square of the field, bi = BiB
2.
The proportionality coefficients
S0 =(σ+µ−+σ−µ+)D+−(σ+µ++σ−µ−)D−,
S1 =(σ+µ++σ−µ−)(D++κσ+)−(σ+µ−+σ−µ+)(D−+κσ−),
B0 =2µ+µ−D+−
(
µ2++µ
2
−
)
D−,
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B1 =
(
µ2+ + µ
2
−
)
(D++κσ+)−2µ+µ−(D−+κσ−),
are expressed in terms of the effective mobilities
µ±=
e
2c
(
τe
me
± τh
mh
)
.
Then the resistance (79) becomes similar to all of the
above results (29), (44), (57), and (68), insofar the field
dependence is confined to the recombination length `R
in the argument of the function F (W/`R). Hence, also
the general solution exhibits the three parameter regimes
of a “wide”, “narrow”, and “intermediate-sized” sample.
In the most interesting latter case, the dependence of the
resistance (79) on the magnetic field may be illustrated
by considering the formal limit B →∞. Then the result
can be expressed in the following simple form,
R−1 = e
[
σ0 +
M
B
]
, (81)
where
σ0 = σ+ − µ+(S0γ− + S1γ+)
B0γ− +B1γ+
, (82a)
M =
2D0σ+(S0γ− + S1γ+)
W (B0γ− +B1γ+)3/2
. (82b)
At the neutrality point, where n0,e = n0,h = ρ0/2, the
parameters of the solution simplify as σ± = ρ0µ±/2, and
thence S0(1) = ρ0B0(1)/2. As a result, σ0 = 0, and we
recover the non-saturating LMR.
The results of the previous sections can be obtained
from Eqs. (79) and (81) by taking the appropriate limits.
For example, close to charge neutrality, the quantity σ0
is determined by the equilibrium charge density both in
the cases of the electron-hole symmetry and fast Maxwell
relaxation (κ→∞). In the limit n0 → 0, we find σ0 ∝ n20
and hence
R−1 = σ+ (ξ + `R/W ) , (83)
where ξ = n20/ρ
2
0, similar to Eqs. (57) and (71).
B. Hydrodynamic approach
When the shortest time scale in the problem is due to
electron-electron interaction,
τ−1ee  τ−1imp, τ−1ph , (84)
electronic transport may be described using the universal
hydrodynamic approach.
The standard derivation of the hydrodynamic equa-
tions relies on the assumption of local equilibrium, which
in a two-component system could be described by the
distribution function
fα =
1
exp {[εα(p)− puα(r)− µα(r)] /T (r)}+ 1 . (85)
The electronic fluid is characterized by the local tempera-
ture T (r), chemical potentials µα(r), and drift velocities
uα(r). This distribution function nullifies the electron-
electron and hole-hole collision integrals, but not the
electron-hole collision integral. This means that the stan-
dard approach can only be used if the coupling between
the two types of charge carriers is relatively weak. This
is what happens, for example, in double-layer systems91,
where the two types of carriers belong to physically dif-
ferent layers of the sample.
A complete analytic solution of the kinetic equation of
a generic two-component system with an arbitrary spec-
trum is not known. The problem can be solved in a
Fermi liquid96, but the resulting theory is rather cum-
bersome. At the same time, the final form of the hydro-
dynamic equations, especially within linear response98,
is universal and is typically believed to be applicable to
most experimentally accessible systems. Here we con-
sider an electron-hole symmetric [εα(p) = εp] system at
charge neutrality under a model assumption
τ−1eh  τ−1hh = τ−1ee . (86)
In this case, the equilibration within each subsystem is
much faster than their mutual scattering, so that we can
use the distribution function (85) as a starting point.
Furthermore, we expect that even if τeh ∼ τhh ∼ τee the
effective hydrodynamic description remains valid and de-
scribes the physics of the system at least qualitatively.
Remarkably, in graphene97–104 one can rigorously show
that the hydrodynamic approach yields a good quanti-
tative description of electronic transport despite the fact
that the ineqiuality (86) is violated.
For simplicity, we will assume the parabolic spectrum
and energy-independent impurity scattering time. Gen-
eralization to a more general situation is straightforward.
Within linear response, the distribution function (85)
may be expanded as
fα = f (0) + δfα, (87)
δfα = −∂f
(0)
∂ε
(
δµα + εp
δT
T
+ puα
)
, (88)
where δµα, δT , and uα are proportional to the electric
field E.
Similarly to the disorder-dominated regime discussed
in Sec II A, we assume here that thermalization between
the electronic system and the lattice is much faster than
quasiparticle recombination (even though both processes
are ultimately due to electron-phonon scattering)
τph  τR.
This allows us to neglect local temperature fluctuations
δT (r) = 0.
In this case, electrons and hole densities are related to
fluctuations of the chemical potential, δµα, by means of
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Eq. (19), while the currents are proportional to hydrody-
namic velocities
jα = m〈v2〉uα/2 = 〈ε−∆/2〉uα. (89)
We remind the reader, that the averaging over all single-
particle states within a given band as defined in Eq. (20)
is not dimensionless. The resulting averaged quantity
has dimensions of the original quantity divided by an
extra dimension of energy, such that the expression 〈ε〉
is dimensionless.
Usually, the hydrodynamic equations are derived by
multiplying the kinetic equation (8) by symmetry-related
factors and integrating over all single-particle states. In
particular, integrating the kinetic equation itself (i.e.
with the factor of unity) yields the continuity equations
manifesting the particle number conservation. In two-
component systems, the continuity equations (15) con-
tain extra factors reflecting quasiparticle recombination.
Integration of the kinetic equation multiplied by the
quasiparticle velocities leads to the macroscopic equa-
tions for the quasiparticle current flows
D∇δnh−eEρ0τ/(2m)−jh × ωcτ−F eh=−jh, (90a)
D∇δne+eEρ0τ/(2m)+je × ωcτ+F eh=−je, (90b)
which differ from Eq. (21) only by the presence of the
friction force
F eh = χ(je − jh)/2, (91)
where χ ' τ/τeh. Under our assumption (86), the pa-
rameter χ is necessarily small, even though in the hydro-
dynamic regime τ/τee  1 and τ/τhh  1.
At charge neutrality, the currents and densities for the
two quasiparticle branches are not independent for the
electron-hole symmetry dictates the following relations:
δnh = δne = δρ/2, j
x
e = −jxh = j/2, and jye = jyh = P/2.
Hence, the continuity equations (15) and macroscopic
equations (90) may be re-written in the form
eEρ0τ/m− (1 + χ)j + ωcτP = 0, (92a)
D∂δρ/∂y + P + ωcτj = 0, (92b)
∂P/∂y = −δρ/τR, (92c)
Solving the above equations with the hard-wall boundary
conditions (24), which imply P (±W/2) = 0, we find
δρ = −eE0`Rρ0τ
4m
ωcτ
D(1 + χ)
sinh(2y/`R)
cosh(W/`R)
, (93a)
R ==
m(1 + χ)
e2ρ0τ
1 + χ+ ω2cτ
2
1 + χ+ ω2cτ
2F (W/`R)
, (93b)
where the effective recombination length is given by
`R = 2
√
(1 + χ)DτR
1 + χ+ ω2cτ
2
. (94)
The dependence of the resistance (93b) on the mag-
netic field is once again controlled by the function
F (W/`R). Similarly to the above discussion of the gen-
eral disorder-dominated sample, we illustrate the behav-
ior of the resistance in the “intermediate-sized” sample
in classically strong magnetic fields by formally taking
the limit B →∞, which here means ωcτ 
√
1 + χ and
W  `R. In this case we again find the linear behavior
R =
√
1 + χ
2eρ0
√
DτR
B. (95)
The results of this section are qualitatively similar
to those previously obtained in the disorder-dominated
regime. In particular, the resistance (93b) differs from
Eq. (29) by the presence of the parameter χ describing
the mutual friction between the two carrier subsystems.
The friction slightly modifies the equation for the electric
current (92a) as compared to Eq. (25a), while the con-
tinuity equations and the equation for the total quasi-
particle flow (92b) remain the same as Eqs. (25c) and
(25b), respectively. This gives us confidence, that the
equations (92) provide us with a general description of
electronic transport in two-component systems close to
charge neutrality. Even though the derivation carried out
in this section relied on the simplified model assumption
(86), the resulting equations (92) will remain valid for
any value of the electron-hole scattering rate 1/τeh.
III. TRANSPORT THEORY OF 3D
TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEMS
Now we turn to the study of magnetoresistance in 3D
two-component systems. Our goal is to demonstrate,
that within the “classical” range of magnetic fields, the
physics of the phenomenon remains the same as in the
2D case discussed above. However, practical calculations
are in general difficult. The two main reasons for the dif-
ficulties are (i) the need to solve the 3D Poisson equation
to account for the sample electrostatics, and (ii) a large
number of parameter regimes characterized by competing
length scales related to the sample geometry and micro-
scopic details of the charge carriers, as well as possible
spatial orientations of the applied magnetic field.
In this paper we try to avoid the technical compli-
cations as much as possible by considering a particular
“rectangular” sample geometry, see Fig. 5. We consider a
sample in the form of a “slab”, which is “infinitely” long
(i.e., much longer than any characteristic length scale
in the problem) in one direction, that we refer to as x-
direction, while the lateral cross-section of the sample
has a form of a thin rectangle, with one side being much
longer than another, dW (but still much shorter than
the sample size in the x-direction). This particular shape
of the sample allows us to assume that any transport-
related quantity is a function of only one coordinate, y.
We assume that the external electric field is applied
along the x-direction, E = E0ex. Consequently, the elec-
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FIG. 5: 3D sample with the shape of a slab in an oblique
magnetic field. The magnetic field vector lies in the xy plane.
tric current is also flowing in the x-direction (assuming
the hard-wall boundary conditions in y and z directions)
j = j(y)ex. (96)
The applied magnetic field lies in the yz-plane,
B = B
(
0, sin θ, cos θ
)
. (97)
In what follows, we will first consider a particularly sim-
ple case, where the magnetic field is directed along the
z-axis (θ = 0) and then discuss the problem with arbi-
trary θ, focusing on the neutrality point.
A. Magnetic field orthogonal to the thin, long face
of the cuboid sample
Let us first consider the technically simpler situation
where the magnetic field is applied along the z direction.
In this case, the classical Hall voltage is generated across
the y direction. The relation between the electric field
and quasiparticle flows is given by the standard Ohm’s
law [cf. Eq. (38) in the 2D problem]
ejyh = σ
xy
h E0 + σ
xx
h Ey − eDxxh
dδnh
dy
, (98a)
ejye = σ
xy
e E0 − σxxe Ey − eDxxe
dδne
dy
, (98b)
ejxh = σ
xx
h E0 − σxyh Ey + eDxyh
dδnh
dy
, (98c)
ejxe = −σxxe E0 − σxye Ey − eDxye
dδne
dy
. (98d)
In this section, we do not derive the elements of the
conductivity tensor σklα and the diffusion constants D
kl
α
from the microscopic theory, but rather treat them as
macroscopic (phenomenological) parameters of the sys-
tem. Furthermore, we will assume the usual depen-
dence of σklα and D
kl
α on the external magnetic field, see
Eqs. (39) (40), and (66).
The quasiparticle flows, jye(h), obey the continuity
equations
djyh
dy
= −(Γhδnh + Γeδne), (99a)
djye
dy
= −(Γhδnh + Γeδne), (99b)
where Γe(h) are the corresponding recombination rates.
Finally, the 3D Poisson equation yields the relation-
ship between the electric field in the Hall direction and
quasiparticle densities,
dEy
dy
= 4pie(δnh − δne). (100)
Combining the above equations (98), (99) and (100),
we derive a closed system of second-order differential
equations for the quasiparticle density fluctuations [cf.
Eqs. (42) and (64)]
d2
dy2
(
δnh
δne
)
= K̂2
(
δnh
δne
)
, (101a)
where the 2× 2 matrix K̂ is given by
K̂2 =

Γh + 4piσ
xx
h
Dxxh
Γe − 4piσxxh
Dxxh
Γh − 4piσxxe
Dxxe
Γe + 4piσ
xx
e
Dxxe
 . (101b)
The above differential equations are subject to the
hard-wall boundary conditions [cf. Eq. (24)]
jyα(y = ±W/2) = 0. (102a)
The boundary conditions (102a) have to be supplemented
by the vanishing boundary conditions2 for the transversal
electric field Ey (see also Appendix )
Ey(y = ±W/2) = 0. (102b)
The differential equations (98) - (101) with the bound-
ary conditions (102) allow for the formal solution
(
δnh
δne
)
=
E0
e
sinh K̂y
[
K̂ cosh
K̂W
2
]−1(
σxyh /D
xx
h
σxye /D
xx
e
)
,
(103a)
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Ey = 4piE0
(
1 −1) K̂−1
cosh K̂y [cosh K̂W
2
]−1
− 1
 K̂−1(σxyh /Dxxh
σxye /D
xx
e
)
, (103b)
(
jyh
jye
)
= −E0
e
(
Γh Γe
Γh Γe
)
K̂−1
cosh K̂y [cosh K̂W
2
]−1
− 1
 K̂−1(σxyh /Dxxh
σxye /D
xx
e
)
, (103c)
while the longitudinal currents jxα can be found from Eqs. (98c) and (98d). The averaged electric current (28) is
J = E0
[
σxxh +σ
xx
e +
(σxyh −σxye )2
σxxh +σ
xx
e
]
(103d)
+E0
(
Dxyh − 4pi(σxyh −σxye ) Dxye + 4pi(σxyh −σxye )
)
F̂
(
K̂W
2
)(
σxyh /D
xx
h
σxye /D
xx
e
)
,
where
F̂
(
K̂W
2
)
=
2
W
K̂−1 sinh
K̂W
2
[
cosh
K̂W
2
]−1
.
In an infinitely wide sample (W →∞), the function F̂
vanishes, leaving the classical result, see the first line of
Eq. (103d). This comprises the Drude conductivity in the
absence of the magnetic field and the classical, quadratic
magnetoconductivity.
The solutions (103) are somewhat tedious. Similarly
to Eqs. (42) and (64), the matrix K̂ defines two charac-
teristic length scales, given by its eigenvalues, κ1(2). To
make the discussion physically transparent, we focus on
the two limiting cases.
1. Fast Maxwell relaxation
In the limit of fast Maxwell relaxation, determined by
the inequality (the so-called “good metal” condition)
4piσxxα  Γα, (104a)
one of the eigenvalues determines the effective recombi-
nation length [cf. Eq. (65)]
κ21 =
4
`2R
=
(Γh + Γe)(σ
xx
h + σ
xx
e )
σxxh D
xx
e + σ
xx
e D
xx
h
, (104b)
while the other is related to the Thomas-Fermi screening
length
κ22 = 4κ2 = 4pi
(
σxxh
Dxxh
+
σxxe
Dxxe
)
= 4pie2
(
∂nh
∂µ
+
∂ne
∂µ
)
.
(104c)
Here ∂nα/∂µ = σ
xx
α /(e
2Dxxα ) is the thermodynamic den-
sity of states. In a typical situation, where the conduc-
tivities and diffusion coefficients for electrons and holes
are of the same order of magnitude, the condition for the
fast Maxwell relaxation (104a) can be re-written in one
of the two equivalent forms
κ1  κ2, κ`R  1. (104d)
In classically strong magnetic fields, ωατα  1, the re-
combination length is inverse proportional to the field,
`R ∼ 1/B, (104e)
while the Thomas-Fermi screening length is approxi-
mately field-independent.
In the limit (104d), the results (103) simplify. Combin-
ing the densities (103a) into the charge and quasiparticle
densities, we find near one of the boundaries (y ≈W/2)
eδn=
E0
2κ
[
e−κ(W−2y)
(
σxyh
Dxxh
− σ
xy
e
Dxxe
)
(105a)
−e
−(W−2y)/`R
κ`R
σxye σ
xx
h +σ
xy
h σ
xx
e
σxxe +σ
xx
h
(
1
Dxxh
− 1
Dxxe
)]
,
δρ=
E0
e
[
e−κ(W−2y)
2κ
Dxxe σ
xx
h −Dxxh σxxe
Dxxe σ
xx
h +D
xx
h σ
xx
e
(
σxyh
Dxxh
− σ
xy
e
Dxxe
)
+`Re
(W−2y)/`R σ
xx
e σ
xy
h +σ
xx
h σ
xy
e
Dxxe σ
xx
h +D
xx
h σ
xx
e
]
. (105b)
The results (105) demonstrate the existence of two
boundary layers forming in the two-component system:
(i) the narrow (in the present limit of fast Maxwell re-
laxation) screening layer, see also Appendix, and (ii) the
wide recombination layer. The latter is similar to the
boundary layer found above in the 2D systems.
The spatial profile of the lateral electric field near the
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boundary is similar to Eq. (105a)
Ey=E0
[
σxye −σxyh
σxxe +σ
xx
h
+
pi
κ2
e−κ(W−2y)
(
σxyh
Dxxh
− σ
xy
e
Dxxe
)
(106)
− pi
κ2
e−(W−2y)/`R
σxye σ
xx
h +σ
xy
h σ
xx
e
σxxe +σ
xx
h
(
1
Dxxh
− 1
Dxxe
)]
.
The two quantities satisfy the Poisson equation (100).
Finally, the second line in the averaged current (103d)
yields the linear contribution to the magnetoconductiv-
ity, which we attribute to the surface regions of the sam-
ple [as opposed to the classical bulk contribution given
by the first line in Eq. (103d)]
σs ≈ 2 `R
W
(Dxyh +D
xy
e )(σ
xx
e σ
xy
h +σ
xx
h σ
xy
e )
Dxxh σ
xx
e +D
xx
e σ
xx
h
. (107)
Here we have assumed tanhκ1(2)W ≈1, corresponding to
the intermediate sample widths as discussed in the 2D
case, and used Eq. (104d) to neglect the contribution of
the second eigenvalue κ2. The latter is quadratic in the
magnetic field, but vanishes exactly in any compensated
system, similarly to the classical magnetoresistance [as
well as the lateral electric field (106) and the fluctuation
of the charge density (105a)].
As a result, a 3D compensated system in orthogonal
magnetic field exhibits linear magnetoresistance in the
limit of fast Maxwell relaxation similarly to the 2D case.
2. Slow Maxwell relaxation
In very strong magnetic fields the condition (104a) for
fast Maxwell relaxation is violated and the results (105),
(106), and (107) become invalid. Assuming that the mo-
tion of charge carriers remains classical, one may consider
the opposite limit of slow Maxwell relaxation where
4piσxxα  Γα. (108a)
In this case, the eigenvalues of the matrix K̂ (which again
are labeled such that κ2  κ1) are given by
κ21 = 4pi
(Γh + Γe)(σ
xx
h + σ
xx
e )
ΓhDxxe + ΓeD
xx
h
, (108b)
κ22 = Γh/D
xx
h + Γe/D
xx
e . (108c)
There are still two length scales characterizing the sys-
tem. Assuming that the model parameters describing
electrons and holes are of the same order of magnitude,
we may associate the smaller eigenvalue κ1 with the
inverse Thomas-Fermi screening length and the larger
eigenvalue κ2 with the inverse recombination length:
κ1 ∼ κ, κ2 ∼ 1/`R, κ`R  1.
Repeating the calculation leading to Eq. (107) one would
now conclude that the dominant contribution to the mag-
netoconductivity is given by the much wider screening
surface layer. However, this contribution
σsc≈ 2
κ1W
ΓhD
xy
e −ΓeDxyh +4pi(Γh+Γe)(σxyh −σxye )
ΓhDxxe +ΓeD
xx
h
×(σxyh −σxye ),
vanishes for a compensated system. In this case, the for-
mally weaker contribution of the recombination surface
layer determines the field dependence of the conductivity
σs≈ 2
κ2W
(ΓhD
xx
e σ
xy
h +ΓeD
xx
h σ
xy
e )(D
xy
h D
xx
e +D
xy
e D
xx
h )
(ΓhDxxe +ΓeD
xx
h )D
xx
e D
xx
h
,
(109)
which is linear in the magnetic field.
We conclude that compensated 3D systems with the
geometry of Fig. 5 exhibit linear magnetoresistance when
subjected to the perpendicular magnetic field.
B. Oblique magnetic field
Consider now the general situation where the magnetic
field is not collinear with any sample edges, see Fig. 5.
In this section we restrict ourselves to the electron-hole
symmetric system at charge neutrality. In this case, the
macroscopic equation describing transport properties of
the system can be simplified similarly to the 2D case.
In the geometry of Fig. 5 and under the assumption
dW , all physical quantities depend only on the co-
ordinate y. Hence the continuity equation for the total
quasiparticle flow, P = (0, Py(y), Pz(y)), takes the form
[cf. Eq. (25c)]
P ′y = −δρ/τR. (110a)
The equations expressing the relation between the quasi-
particle flows and the electric field [cf. Eqs. (38), (90),
and (98)] can be expressed in terms of the total quasi-
particle flow and the electric current (96):
D
(
δρ′
0
)
+
(
Py
Pz
)
+ jτ
(
ωz
−ωy
)
= 0, (110b)
j − eE0ρ0τ/m+ τ(Pzωy − Pyωz) = 0, (110c)
where ωy(z) = eBy(z)/mc.
Solving the equations (110) with the hard wall bound-
ary conditions, Py(y = ±W/2) = 0, we find
Py(y) =
j0ωzτ
1 + τ2ω2c
[
coshλy
cosh(λW/2)
− 1
]
,
and
j(y) =
j0
1 + τ2ω2c
[
1 +
ω2zτ
2
1 + ω2yτ
2
coshλy
cosh(λW/2)
]
.
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Here j0 = eE0ρ0τ/m is the electric current in the absence
of the magnetic field, ω2c = ω
2
y + ω
2
z , and λ is the inverse
field-dependent “recombination length”,
λ2 =
1
DτR
[
1 +
τ2ω2z
1 + τ2ω2y
]
.
The resulting averaged resistance of the sample is cal-
culated similarly to the case of the orthogonal geometry
and has the form
R =
m
e2ρ0τ
1 + τ2ω2c
1 +
τ2ω2z
1+τ2ω2y
F (λW/2)
, (111)
where, as defined above, F (x) = tanhx/x.
In narrow samples, λW  1, recombination is ineffec-
tive since the time it takes the carriers to move from
one slab facet to another is smaller than the typical re-
combination (as well as diffusion) time. Nevertheless, in
contrast to the above case of the orthogonal geometry
the magnetoresistance is nonzero,
R = ρ0(1 + τ
2ω2y),
and is determined by the y-component of the magnetic
field. The physical reason fro this result is the effect of
the magnetic field on carrier motion in the z-direction.
In wide samples,
λW  τ2ω2z/(1 + τ2ω2y),
we recover the classical bulk magnetoresistance, which is
quadratic in the applied magnetic field:
R = %0[1 + τ
2ω2c ].
This result can also be obtained within the Drude the-
ory of two-component systems if the electric current is
allowed to flow only in the x-direction.
Finally, one may consider the intermediate situation:
1 λW  τ2ω2z/(1 + τ2ω2y). (112)
Such an interval may only exist when the direction of
the magnetic field is almost orthogonal to the sample
face: ωz  ωy or, equivalently, θ  1. Then the sample
resistance takes the form:
R =
ρ0W
2
√
DτR
[1 + τ2ω2y]
1/2[1 + τ2ω2c ]
3/2
τ2ω2z
. (113)
Using ωzτ  1 and ωy  ωz, the above expression can
be simplified to
R = ρ0(W/`0)τωz
√
1 + τ2ω2y. (114)
The resistance (114) exhibits an approximately linear
field dependence if τωy  1, such that the square root
may be approximate by unity. In a general situation the
magnetoresistance is quadratic, see Fig. 6.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) 3D two-component system at charge
neutrality in an oblique magnetic field. The recombination
length in zero magnetic field is taken to be equal to the sheet
width: W/`0 = 1. The solid red curves represent the calcu-
lated values of the magnetoresistance. The field is directed
at the angle θ = 0.5o. The two panels show the same result
in the two different ranges of the parameter ωcτ : the panel
(a) shows the onset of the intermediate, nearly linear behav-
ior, while the panel (b) shows the recovery of the quadratic
magnetoresistance in strong fields. The dashed blue lines are
guides to the eye.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the recombination mech-
anism of magnetoresistance in finite-size, two-component
systems near charge neutrality84. Precisely at the neu-
trality point the classical Hall effect is compensated. In
particular, there is no Hall voltage. The electric current
flowing through the system is accompanied by a lateral,
neutral quasiparticle flow. In any finite-size system (i.e.
in any sample studied in laboratory experiments) this
flow terminates at the boundary leading to quasiparticle
accumulation in the well-defined edge region, see Fig. 1.
The width of that region is determined by inelastic scat-
tering processes and is of the order of the recombination
length. The latter depends on the external magnetic field
and hence the edge region contributes to the overall mag-
netoresistance of the sample. The relative strength of
this contribution (as compared to the bulk of the sys-
tem) depends on the sample geometry, strength of the
recombination processes, and magnetic field. In strong
enough magnetic fields, there exist a wide region of pa-
rameters, where the edge contribution dominates over
the bulk leading to the linear dependence of the sample
resistance on the external field.
Our explicit calculations show that the recombination
mechanism of LMR in compensated two-component sys-
tems is generic and independent of the details of the
quasiparticle excitation spectrum. Away from the neu-
trality point, the linear field dependence eventually sat-
urates at the strongest (but still classical) fields. Such
strong dependence of the magnetoresistance on the car-
rier density distinguishes the recombination mechanism
from the previously proposed extreme quantum85–87 and
classical77–79 theories.
Magnetoresistance observed in experiments on com-
pensated two-component systems34,36 does exhibit the
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FIG. 7: Spatial profiles of the lateral electric field (left) and
charge density (right) in the classical Hall effect in a sample
with the slab geometry of Fig. 5.
essential qualitative features of the recombination mech-
anism. At the same time, LMR is observed in a wide va-
riety of materials, many of which do not conform to the
assumptions of the present paper. It is therefore very in-
teresting to extend the theory of recombination-assisted
magnetoresistance in two-component materials to the
cases of strongly disordered systems (including the long-
wavelength, smooth disorder), systems where recombina-
tion processes are mostly effective near the boundaries,
and situations where the electron-phonon coupling is not
strong enough to provide a mechanism for fast energy
relaxation and thermalization.
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Appendix: Screening boundary layer in the classical
Hall effect
Here we discuss the boundary layer in the classical Hall
effect in disordered metals with finite conductivity. In
contrast to the textbook case of an ideal conductor, here
the charges are not confined to the boundary and the
electric field is nonzero inside the metal.
The electric current density, J , inside a metal is related
to the electric field and charge density by means of Ohm’s
law [cf. Eq. (38)],
J = σˆE − eDˆ(B)∇n, (A.1)
where n denotes the volume density of charge carriers,
such that en is the charge density. In the presence of the
magnetic field, the diffusion coefficient is represented by
the matrix
Dˆ(B) =
D
1 + ω2cτ
2
(
1 ωcτ
ωcτ 1
)
,
see Eq. (40). In a steady state, we may write the conti-
nuity equation as [cf. Eq. (25c)]
∇ · J = 0. (A.2)
Finally, the electric field and charge density are related
by Maxwell’s equation,
∇ ·E = 4pien. (A.3)
Taking the gradient of Eq. (A.1) and using Eqs. (A.2)
and (A.3), one finds
∇ · (σˆE) = e∇ ·
(
Dˆ∇n
)
. (A.4)
Solution to the coupled differential equations (A.3) and
(A.4) depends on the system geometry.
Assuming the simplest geometry of Fig. 5, we may ex-
clude the electric field from Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4). This
way we find the equation105 for the carrier density n(y)
[cf. Eqs. (42), (64), and (101)],
n′′ = 4κ2n, (A.5)
where κ is the inverse Thomas-Fermi screening length,
κ =
√
piσxx(B = 0)/D (assuming σyy = σxx).
Solving Eq. (A.5) with the hard wall boundary
conditions2 [cf. Eqs. (24) and (102b)]
Jy(±W/2) = 0, Ey(±W/2) = 0, (A.6)
we find the carrier density profile
n(y) =
σyxE0
2eκDyy
sinh 2κy
coshκW
. (A.7)
The lateral component of the electric field is given by
Ey(y) =
piσyxE0
κ2Dyy
(
cosh 2κy
coshκW
− 1
)
. (A.8)
These results are illustrated in Fig. 7. Clearly, the off-
diagonal component of the conductivity matrix, σyx ∝ B,
is nonzero only in the presence of the external magnetic
field. Both the charge density and electric field are non-
uniform close to the sample boundaries. The width of
the corresponding boundary layer is determined by the
screening length. In an ideal conductor, the screening
length is equal to zero. In this limit, the charge density
(A.7) develops a singularity at the boundary correspond-
ing to the surface charge density [which in turn leads to
the jump of the lateral electric field at the boundary2 in
contrast with the boundary condition (A.6)].
Substituting the results (A.7) and (A.8) into Eq. (A.1),
we recover the usual field-independent resistance, typical
for single-component systems1–3.
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